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The United Kingdom Flexible Working Act
Spring 2006
In 2002, the United Kingdom passed new legislation granting employees with young or disabled children the
right to request ﬂexible work arrangements from their employers. The law does not guarantee a right to ﬂexible working but seeks to increase ﬂexibility in UK workplaces by requiring a process for negotiation between
employees and employers. Stated simply, that process places the initial responsibility on the employee to propose a new work arrangement and explain its potential impact on the employer. The employee and employer
must then consider the request together, and the employer may refuse the request only for certain business
reasons.
Described as a “light-touch legislative duty” to consider requests,1 the ﬂexible working law is one part of the
Government’s broader effort to promote innovative and competitive business practices along with the fair
treatment of employees.2 Heralded by the Government as “a process that will foster dialogue in the workplace
and provide a real chance to expand ﬂexible working opportunities,”3 the ﬂexible working law follows recommendations of the Work and Parents Taskforce convened by the Government following publication of its
December 2000 GREEN PAPER ON WORK AND PARENTS: COMPETITIVENESS AND CHOICE.4
Among other things, the Green Paper explored whether the Government should enact legislation granting
working parents the right to ﬂexible working or leave this issue to best business practice. After reviewing
public comment, the Government decided that legislation was needed to “build on good practice, be light
touch and recognize the needs of small businesses.”5 The Government convened the Taskforce to develop legislation that ﬁt this prescription. Section I of this paper reviews the substantive and procedural requirements
of the law that came out of this process. Section II reviews post-implementation research regarding ﬂexible
working requests in the United Kingdom.

I.

Legislating the Right to Request and Duty to Consider: The Flexible Working Act and
Related Statutory Instruments

Parliament created the right to request and the duty to consider ﬂexible working arrangements through the
Employment Act of 2002, which amended the Employment Rights Act 1996 (c. 18) by adding Part VIIIA: Flexible Working (the “Flexible Working Act”)6 The Flexible Working Act includes the following four sections setting
out the general substantive and procedural requirements for ﬂexible working:7
80F — Statutory right to request contract variation;
80G — Employer’s duties in relation to application under section 80F;
80H — Complaints to employment tribunals; and
80I — Remedies.
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Within each section, Parliament authorized the Secretary of State to promulgate regulations — termed “statutory instruments” — for implementing and amending the general rights and duties set out in the Flexible
Working Act. To be valid, statutory instruments regarding sections 80F, 80H, and 80I must be placed before
Parliament but do not require afﬁrmative approval.8 Statutory instruments regarding section 80G — employer’s
duties — are effective only if a draft of the proposed regulation is placed before Parliament and approved by a
resolution of each House.9 Validly enacted statutory instruments have the same legal force as the Act of Parliament under which they are enacted.10
The Flexible Working Act was brought into legal force on April 6, 2003.11 To date, the Secretary of State has
promulgated two statutory instruments: The Flexible Working (Eligibility, Complaints and Remedies) Regulations 2002, invoking the Secretary’s authority under sections 80F, 80H, and 80I;12 and The Flexible Working
(Procedural Requirements) Regulations 2002, invoking the Secretary’s authority under Section 80G.13
Taken together, the Flexible Working Act and related statutory instruments set out the procedural and substantive requirements for ﬂexible working in the United Kingdom today.
A. Employees’ Right to Request Flexible Working: Eligibility Criteria and Application Requirements
In general, the right to request a ﬂexible work arrangement allows certain working parents to request a change
to their usual work pattern. An eligible employee bears initial responsibility for initiating a request in writing,
setting out the proposed new work pattern and explaining its potential impact on the employer. The speciﬁc
eligibility criteria, permissible contract variation requests, and application requirements are set out below.
1. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

An employee with a child under age six, or under eighteen if the child is disabled,14 is eligible to make a request
if he or she —
i) has been continuously employed for at least twenty-six weeks;15
ii) is —
(1) the mother, father, adopter, guardian or foster parent of the child; or
(2) married to or the partner of the child’s mother, father, adopter, guardian or foster parent;16
iii) has responsibility for the child’s upbringing and is making the request to allow him or her to care for
the child17; and
iv) has not made another request within the past 12 months.18
Relatives (including grandparents, great grandparents, sisters, brothers, aunts or uncles) who may bear signiﬁcant responsibility for the care and upbringing of a child apparently are not eligible to request ﬂexible working
patterns unless they are the adopter, guardian or foster parent of a child.19 The Flexible Working Act also
excludes workers supplied by an agent under a work contract or other agreement (i.e., “agency workers”).20
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2. SCOPE OF FLEXIBLE WORK REQUESTS

The Flexible Working Act allows eligible employees to request to:
• change the number of hours they work;
• change the times when they are required to work; or
• work from home.21
The Secretary of State also may specify other terms and conditions that an employee may request to change,22
but has not yet done so.
3. APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

Employee requests must be made in writing, specifying the requested change and proposed effective date, and
explaining the employee’s relationship to the child under his or her care.23 The written request must explain
what effect, if any, the employee thinks the change might have on his or her employer and how any such effect
might be handled.24 This places on the employee the initial responsibility for considering and explaining how
the requested change might impact the employer.
The request for working ﬂexibility must be made at least fourteen days prior to the child’s sixth birthday, or
eighteenth birthday if that child is disabled.25 The Secretary of State may modify the maximum age of non-disabled children,26 which would allow applications by parents of children over age six. The Secretary has not yet
done so.
B. Employers’ Duty to Consider Flexible Working Requests
The Flexible Working Act directs the Secretary of State to promulgate regulations governing the employer’s
procedural duties regarding ﬂexibility requests and lists permissible grounds for denying such a request.27 The
Act frames the duty to consider a request as an afﬁrmative obligation on the part of the employer — providing
that the employer “shall only refuse the application” if he considers that one or more speciﬁed business justiﬁcations exist. The enumerated business justiﬁcations are:
1. the burden of additional costs
2. detrimental effect on ability to meet customer demand
3. inability to reorganize work among existing staff
4. inability to recruit additional staff
5. detrimental impact on quality
6. detrimental impact on performance
7. insufﬁciency of work during the periods the employee proposes to work
8. planned structural changes; and
9. other grounds speciﬁed by the Secretary of State.28
To date, the Secretary of State has not provided additional business reasons for refusing ﬂexible working
3
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requests but has promulgated regulations regarding the application process and consideration of requests, as
explained below.
C. Mandatory Negotiation between Employee and Employer
The Flexible Working Act and statutory instruments mandate the following procedure for considering and
resolving ﬂexible working requests between an employee and employer:
• Written application to employer: Employees initiate a request by submitting a written request to the
employer detailing the requested work ﬂexibility, the potential impact on the employer, and citing the
Working Flexibility Regulations.29
• Meeting to discuss application: The employer must meet with the employee to discuss the application
within 28 days.30
— Employee’s right to be accompanied: The statute gives the employee the right to be
accompanied at meetings by a fellow employee.31
•

•

•

Employer response to application following meeting: The employer must respond to the employee’s
request in writing, specifying either acceptance of the ﬂexible working proposal or the grounds for
denial of the proposal within fourteen days of the meeting.32
Employee appeal to employer: An employee may appeal the employer’s decision within fourteen days
of receiving the employer’s decision.33 Such an appeal must be in writing, dated, and discuss the
grounds of the appeal.34
Meeting in response to appeal: Unless the employer agrees to the employee’s request for working
ﬂexibly within fourteen days of receiving the notice of appeal, the employer must meet with the
employee to discuss the appeal.35 Fourteen days after the post-appeal meeting, the employer must
give its decision regarding the appeal, again explaining its grounds.36

Throughout this process, communication between the employee and the employer (except the face-to-face
meetings) must be in writing and dated.37 Meetings are required to be at convenient times and places for both
the employer and the employee (and also anyone accompanying the employee).38 Procedural deadline requirements may be extended, in writing, by mutual agreement.39 If the employee withdraws his or her application
or comes to an understanding with the employer, the employee may not further appeal to the employer or an
employment tribunal.40 See Section I.D, below, regarding tribunal or arbitration appeal. The following ﬂow chart
illustrates this procedure.
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Working Flexibility Procedural Requirements Flowchart41
E mployee gives employer an
application for flexible work ing. i

E mployer and employee meet
to discuss the application. iii
Within 28 days ii

Within 14 day s iv

T he employee decides whether to appeal the
employer’s decision. If so, the appeal must
be in writing, setting out the grounds for the
appeal. vi

T he employer writes notify ing the
employee of his decision v

Within 14 day s vii

E mployer receives the
employee’s written appeal

T he employee and the employer must
consider what arrangements they need to
make when the work ing pattern is
changed

Within 14 day s viii

E mployer and employee
meet to discuss the appeal ix

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.
x.
xi.
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§ 80F (2); SI 3236, art. 4.
§ 80G (2)(a); SI 3207, art. 3(1).

Within 14 day s x

T he employer writes notify ing
the employee of his decision

If app eal rej ected

SI 3207, art. 4-5.

SI 3207, art. 7.
SI 3207, art. 6.
SI 3207, art 8.

SI 3207, art 9-10.
§ 80H ; SI 3226, art. 6.

In specific
circumstances, the employee can take his or her case to
an em p lo y ment tribunal or to binding arbitration. vi
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D. Limited Appeal to an Employment Tribunal or ACAS Arbitration
The Flexible Working Act and statutory instruments provide a limited right of appeal where the employee and
employer are unable to reach agreement through the mandatory negotiation process. Employees may not ﬁle a
complaint if they simply disagree with the decision reached by an employer.42 Rather, a complaint may be taken
to an employment tribunal or to arbitration with the Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service (“ACAS”)43
only where:
• the employer has failed to follow proper procedures for considering an employee’s request;44 or
• the employer’s decision to refuse the ﬂexible working request was based on incorrect facts.45
The Flexible Working Act authorizes the Secretary of State to specify the procedural violations that entitle an
employee to ﬁle a complaint.46 The Secretary has issued regulations permitting employees to ﬁle complaints
where the employer fails to hold required meetings or to notify an employee of its decision.47 While the Flexible Working Act does not explicitly permit employees to ﬁle complaints for an employer’s failure to allow the
employee to be accompanied by another employee at meetings with the employer, the Secretary has since
authorized such complaints.48
A complaint must be made within three months of the employer’s denial of the employee’s request, unless the
employment tribunal determines this would not have been reasonably practicable.49 A complaint may not be
made if the application for ﬂexible working has been withdrawn or disposed of by an agreement between the
employee and employer.50 For well-founded complaints, a tribunal or arbitrator may order an employer to: (1)
reconsider the application following the proper procedure; and/or (2) compensate the employee.51 The Secretary
has determined that the maximum compensation that may be awarded is 8 weeks’ pay,52 with compensation
for an employer’s violation of an employee’s right to be accompanied at meetings further limited to 2 weeks’
pay.53 While tribunals may order reconsideration under proper procedures, they are not permitted to overturn
the employer’s business judgment by ordering the employer to grant a ﬂexible working request.54
Employment Tribunals are governed by the Industrial Tribunals Act 199655 and provide public hearings before
a three-person panel composed of a legally qualiﬁed chairperson, a representative of employer interests, and a
representative of employee interests. Parties may or may not be represented by counsel and, though less formal
than ordinary courts, the tribunal process can be time-consuming and costly.56 Further appeal from a tribunal
to an Employment Appeals Tribunal (EAT) is permitted only for errors of law.57
Employees and employers also may agree to take their ﬂexible work complaint to arbitration through ACAS.58
Arbitration is intended to provide a “conﬁdential, informal, relatively fast and non-legalistic” resolution of ﬂexible work disputes.59
Since implementation of the ﬂexible working law, slightly over 400 Employment Tribunal complaints have
been ﬁled by employees regarding a denied ﬂexible working request. These complaints constitute less than half
of one percent (0.5%) of all Employment Tribunal claims during this time period. Less than 1% of all United
Kingdom employers who rejected a request have had a complaint ﬁled against them.60
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II. A Brief Review of the Post-Implementation Period
The most comprehensive repository of information regarding implementation of the UK law comes from a
nationally representative employee survey conducted by the UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), which
recently completed its second round of inquiry.61 There have also been assessments made by labor, industry and
other non-governmental groups.62 The DTI survey, together with these other assessments, provide important
insight into the utilization of, rationales for, and outcomes associated with the right to request ﬂexible work.
Before discussing the preliminary ﬁndings of these sources, however, it is important to note some of their
signiﬁcant limitations. First, the DTI survey includes both those employees who are eligible to make requests
under the law and those who are not. Since the data is often not disaggregated for these two groups, it is difﬁcult to draw precise conclusions about the scope of the Flexible Working Act’s impact. Second, the public and
private surveys often do not contain comparable data, making it challenging to reconcile conﬂicting ﬁndings.
Third, and ﬁnally, pre-legislation efforts to voluntarily promote ﬂexibility shifted the baseline of industry practice and, as a result, make it hard to differentiate the added effect of the statutory requirements.
Despite these limitations, there are important early indicators of the nature of utilization of the UK law and
of the barriers that persist. Unless otherwise noted, all data presented here is taken from the Second Flexible
Working Survey of the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI).
Between April 2003 and January 2005, 14% of workers nationally submitted requests for ﬂexible work
arrangements, and most of those requests were granted. Among those requesting ﬂexible work arrangements,
22% were employees who were eligible under the law because they had children under the age of 6. Requests
for ﬂexible work arrangements varied by gender, with women more likely to ﬁle requests whether or not they
had children under six. Part-time options and alternative schedules were the most common ﬂexible work
arrangements requested by workers.
Child care needs constituted the largest single reason employees requested ﬂexible work arrangements with
35% of those surveyed, regardless of eligibility status, reporting this need to DTI. Among those with children
under 6, 72% requested ﬂexibility for child care reasons. For ineligible workers with older children, child care
continued to be a primary reason many sought ﬂexibility, with 57% of requesters with children between the
ages of 6-11 and 40% of those with children 12-16 citing this concern. Across the overall working population,
other reasons for requesting ﬂexibility included the desire to participate in professional development activities,
to have more free time or more time with family, to make life easier, and to address health care needs.
A majority of employee requests have been either fully or partially granted (81%). Women, employees with
dependent children, and employees who worked less than 40 hours a week were more likely to have their ﬂexible work requests fully granted.63 Most employees reported being satisﬁed with the outcomes of their requests:
in 2005, 80% of all employees who made a request said they were satisﬁed or very satisﬁed with their working
agreement.64 However, 66% of surveyed employees who had changed their working pattern reported some negative consequences as a result, with the most reported negative consequence being a reduction in pay (22%).
Eleven percent of all employees who requested ﬂexible work arrangements between April 2003 and January
7
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2005 had their requests denied. This is a reduction from the 20% of employees whose ﬂexibility requests
were denied prior to the passage of the law.65 Most denials (85%) were made without a stated reason. For the
15% of denials where reasons were given, the inability to meet customer demand or to reorganize work with
existing staff, as well as excess costs to the business, predominated.
Between April 2003 and August 2005, of employees whose requests for ﬂexibility had been denied, 420
employees ﬁled claims with the Employment Tribunal.66 Four out of ten claims included a complaint of unfair
dismissal.67 Women were more likely than men to win their tribunal cases. Some analysts attribute this in part
to the fact that 64% of women’s claims regarding ﬂexibility denials also include an assertion of indirect sex
discrimination.68
Barriers to making ﬂexible work a widespread practice persist, particularly because of signiﬁcant eligibility
limitations. The existing DTI data documents a substantial desire for ﬂexibility among workers not currently
eligible under the law, particularly, though not solely, among those with dependent children over the age of six.
The planned 2007 expansion extends only to workers facing dependent elder care needs.69 Inequitable access
presents a problem to business also. A 2005 survey of employers found that 57% of those businesses reporting
difﬁculty implementing the new regulations attributed at least some of their challenges to resentment from
workers who were ineligible to request ﬂexible work arrangements.70
Eligibility limitations are not the only constraining factor in expanding ﬂexibility. Some analysts have suggested
that employees will request ﬂexible work arrangements only if they are reasonably sure of a positive response.71
In addition, the ﬁnancial cost to employees of certain ﬂexible arrangements may be prohibitive. According to
a major labor organization, 45% of UK employees would prefer to work fewer hours, but the majority of them
could not do so if the change involved less pay.72 Lastly, many employees are not aware of the new statute; in
2005, 35% of employees did not know they had the right to request ﬂexible work arrangements.
Although data on how the legislation has affected business is quite sparse, preliminary research indicates that
the annual growth in requests for ﬂexibility has been slow. An early post-implementation survey conducted by
a human resources development organization showed that while 65% of responding employers had received
ﬂexible work requests, most had received only ﬁve or fewer requests. In the same survey, 72% of organizations
saw no increase in the number of ﬂexible working requests in comparison to recent prior years.
Few negative and some positive business consequences of the legislation have been identiﬁed by the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development (“Chartered Institute”), an organization focused on human resources
development. Their employer survey participants reported, among other things, that the institutional impact of
the legislation had been negligible and few settings have faced signiﬁcant problems complying with the new
requirements.73 Human resource managers and other employer representatives reported positive effects on
the workplace, including perceived improvements in employee recruitment, morale, motivation, and retention;
some also reported reduced absences and some reduction in costs.74
Chartered Institute also identiﬁed “operational pressures” that were the most commonly reported implementation challenges faced by their business partners. These included: customer service requirements (73%); line
managers’ ability to effectively manage ﬂexible workers (68%); line manager attitudes (67%); and existing
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organizational culture (58%).75 Additionally, 50% of the survey participants reported being concerned that if
they said yes to one request, they would have to say yes to many more.76
Some industry-based reports have been more negative. Research conducted by the Confederation of British
Industry found in a September, 2005 survey that 26% of 420 senior executives surveyed reported that the right
to request ﬂexibility was having a negative impact on their business; this was an increase from 11% in 2004.
They reported spending an increasing amount of time dealing with compliance-related administration, with
almost 60% saying that valuable senior management time was being diverted to dealing with the impact.77
The overall impact of this legislation on the organization of work and family in the UK remains unclear. There
has yet to be a signiﬁcant expansion of the number of full time employees who work a ﬂexible schedule.
According to a 2005 labor organization’s analysis of the government data, 23% of full time employees in the
UK had working time ﬂexibility. They report that this represents less than a 1% increase since implementation of the law in 2003.78 The uptake is slow in spite of the fact that most businesses are not reporting serious
negative consequences and most workers who have made requests have had such requests granted.
A recent assessment of the law raises several overarching concerns.79 The report’s authors suggest that the
right to request may reinforce gender inequalities through the emphasis on care-giving responsibilities. While
women have been more likely than men to have their requests accepted, they also continue to face demotions
in pay and position when they move to part-time work, reinforcing a “mommy track” in occupational career
ladders. The report’s authors also believe that the potentially positive impact of the law is blunted by the continued prevalence of long working hours in the UK. Finally, the authors argue that because the right to request
is conditional, rather than substantive, employees have little ground on which to stand if they challenge an
employer’s decision. In effect, this limits the potential of the right to request to contribute to the modernization of working practices.
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